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1. Introduction

There is strong evidence to believe that most of the matter in our Universe is dark [1]. This dark
matter (DM) has not been detected in laboratories, yet its gravitational effects have been observed
from the innermost regions of galaxies to the large-scale structure of the Universe. Different (yet
complementary) approaches are possible for detecting DM: creation in particle accelerators, direct
detection of traces of weak interactions between DM and ordinary matter, and indirect detection via
DM annihilation/decay products. Indirect detection seeks to detect gamma rays and other Standard
Model products that could be produced if DM is a particle that self-annihilates. At present, the
gamma-ray sky has already been scrutinized by the Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) on board the
Fermi satellite [2] and by ground-based Cherenkov telescopes [3]. Yet, no clear and univocal proof
of DM has been found [4]. An important open question in DM searches is the role of the so-called
DM substructure. In the standard ΛCDM cosmological framework, small, dense DM structures (or
halos) form first in the early Universe and later merge to form larger structures. A consequence of
this hierarchical formation scenario is the existence of abundant substructure (or subhalos) orbiting
in halos like that hosting our own Milky-Way (MW) galaxy.

Subhalos hosting dwarf satellite galaxies are known to be excellent targets for gamma-ray DM
searches. Less massive subhalos can also be excellent candidates since some of them may be close
enough to yield large DM annihilation fluxes [5, 6]. Also, the DM-annihilation flux is proportional
to the DM density squared. Thus, the clumpy distribution of subhalos will considerably boost the
total DM annihilation in their host halos [7].

Despite its importance, some basic properties of the subhalo population remain uncertain. To
follow the complicated dynamics of subhalos, numerical simulations are necessary. Unfortunately,
state-of-the-art N-body cosmological simulations do not resolve the whole subhalo hierarchy. Being
limited by numerical resolution, they typically simulate subhalos of at least one million solar
masses [8, 9], i.e. twelve orders of magnitude larger than the minimum halo mass expected in
many DM scenarios. Also, finite numerical resolution implies that at least some subhalos will be
artificially destroyed in simulations.

Indeed, it is unclear whether small subhalos will survive the strong tidal forces within their
hosts since their accretion times to present [10–12]. Some authors claim that almost all subhalo
disruption is of numerical origin and a bound remnant should always survive [11, 13], while other
studies suggest that the abundance of small subhalos is severely reduced due to the effect of tidal
forces and of other dynamical agents such as the presence of baryonic material [14, 15]. This
on-going debate is of utmost importance for gamma-ray DM searches.

Here, we carry out a suite of specially-designed numerical simulations to shed further light
on subhalo survival at all mass scales relevant for DM searches. Specifically, we plan to employ
the DASH simulation code [16] to study the evolution of subhalos inside a MW-like halo with
unprecedented accuracy. DASH is a fast tree-code optimised for GPU clusters which features
both high performance and scalability. DASH simulates the dynamical evolution of subhalos with
the N-body method and analytically describes the gravitational potential of the host. In this way,
computational resources are focused on a single subhalo, which allows its simulation with extremely
high force and mass resolution, which would not be possible in standard cosmological simulations.
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2. DASH: a code to simulate subhalo evolution

As stated above, we carry out an ambitious simulation program aimed to shed light on the
disruption and survival of subhalos in a gravitational potential similar to that of the MW galaxy.
The goal is to characterize the abundance of subhalos of different masses. Since our main scientific
driver is to understand the implication of subhalo survival for gamma-ray DM searches, we focus
on estimating low-mass subhalo abundances at the solar galactocentric radius. Yet, our simulation
programme is general enough to also collect detailed information at broad galactocentric distances,
subhalo masses, and cosmic times.

We make use of the DASH code [16] to follow the dynamical evolution of subhalos from their
infall times to present, under different configurations of orbits, subhalo masses, and inner structure
(characterised by the concentration parameter, which is the ratio between the virial radius of the
subhalo and its scale radius, a measure of the subhalo core, where most of the annihilation occurs).

This simulation code has been implemented and optimized for GPU clusters with CUDA
GPU toolkit. For computing gravitational forces among particles, DASH uses a hierarchical
tree algorithm, that reduces the numerical complexity from O(#2) to O(# log #) by grouping
particles that are sufficiently far from a given particle and performing a multipole expansion of their
gravitational potential. In addition, DASH features the option to include an analytic gravitational
potential, with which we will model the effect of the host DM halo mimicking that hosting our
Milky-Way galaxy.

These algorithms have been employed in many studies exploring the dynamics of collisionless
systems, such as galaxies and DM halos. Due to its intrinsically sequential nature, DASH uses
CPUs for constructing the oct-tree structure, but employs GPUs to compute gravitational interaction
among particles by traversing the tree structure, which is themost computationally demanding aspect
of our problem.

The code has two modes: the first one, treecode, carries out the simulations and outputs
snapshots containing the mass, position, velocity, and gravitational potential of each particle. The
second one, evolution, analyzes the snapshots and computes the orbital and mass evolution of
the subhalo as well as its radial profiles (density, velocity dispersion).

2.1 Code improvements

Several important updates have been made to the original DASH code published in [16] for
this specific work:

• The host halo DM potential, concentration and virial radius are now evolving with time.

• The galactic disk potential has now been included as well, and it evolves with time according
to the recipe in ref. [17]. It consists of three components: the stellar disk, the gas disk, and the
bulge. The first two are modeled using Miyamoto-Nagai potentials and the bulge is described
with a Hernquist potential.

• A new routine is now in place to select those orbital parameters that lead to a greater
probability for a subhalo to cross the solar galactocentric radius.
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• Initial parameters to locate the subhalo can now be selected either via a) initial position and
velocity, or b) circularity and orbital energy parameter.

• An option to switch between single and double precision is now available.

2.2 Parameter choices

The high numerical accuracy enables us to study with great detail subhalo survival and its
impact in gamma-ray DM searches. As the annihilation flux is proportional to the square of the
DM density, it is necessary to accurately describe the inner region of each simulated subhalo.
Additionally, we simulate subhalos with varying mass, concentration, and orbital properties, thus
covering the different properties expected in a realistic cosmological scenario.

We use five parameters to simulate the subhalo:

• The initial subhalo mass, <BD1.

• The initial subhalo concentration, 2.

• The subhalo accretion redshift, I022 .

• The orbit circularity, [ = �/�28A2 (�), where � is the modulus of the angular momentum and
� the energy, defined as the total angular momentum in units of the angular momentum for
a circular orbit of the same energy �28A2 (�) [18].

• The orbital energy parameter, G2 = A28A2 (�)/A , in units of the radius of a circular orbit of
the same energy. Notice that A here is the radius at infall, which is equal to the initial virial
radius of the host in our study [18].

These last two are called orbital parameters and have the advantage of depending only on the
conserved quantities � and �, yet they require adopting a model for the halo potential.

Note that the subhalo is still a halo until the moment of accretion, thus the standard definitions
of mass and concentration used for halos are still valid.

3. Results

Here, we summarize the current status of our analyses. We have studied two relevant quantities
so far: the bound mass fraction, 51, which corresponds to the fraction of the initial subhalo mass
that remains bound at a given redshift, and the annihilation luminosity, !0==, which is the integral
of the subhalo density profile squared.

3.1 Bound mass fraction

The bound mass fraction comprises the information about how much mass the subhalo has lost
when a certain amount of time has passed since its accretion. In Figure 1, we show 51 as a function
of the scale factor, 0 = 1/(1 + I), for different subhalo configurations, always adopting a subhalo
mass of a million solar masses. We use 218 particles and a softening length Y = 0.304 pc. Most
significant changes occur at the pericenter, when a larger fraction of material from the subhalo is
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stripped by the host (appearing as abrupt ‘steps’ in this figure). In particular, in the upper panels,
we show the evolution of 51 for different concentrations and circularities. We can conclude that less
concentrated subhalos at accretion lose mass more quickly. Also, more radial orbits (i.e. those with
smaller [) imply a larger mass loss. Note that we are comparing different eccentricities here while
fixing G2 . Therefore, our orbits with higher eccentricities have smaller pericenters and experience
a stronger tidal field.

In the lower left panel of Figure 1, we compare the impact of adding baryons to the host
potential. As it can be seen, baryonic material can have a huge impact on the mass loss, typically
leading to a much smaller 51 for the same time after accretion when compared to the non-baryonic
case.

Finally, in the lower right panel of Figure 1, we compare runs with different accretion redshifts
for both a low and high concentration. These results show that larger accretion redshifts imply a
higher number of orbits and larger mass loss. Furthermore, smaller I022 values induce a larger
orbital radius and thus larger orbits.

In Figure 2, we offer a general picture of the 51 at I = 0 for the non-baryonic case, fixing G2
to a value of G2 = 0.8 and I022 = 2 and varying the concentration and [ parameters. We obtain,
again, that subhalos lose less mass when any of these parameters is larger.

3.2 Convergence

We have taken into account two different numerical convergence criteria in order to dilucidate
if the subhalo has been physically or numerically disrupted. The first one depends on the softening
length, and the second is related to the number of particles [12]. The maximum among the two of
these criteria for a given run is the one we finally adopt in each case. We consider that the subhalo
has been numerically disrupted and no robust conclusions can be obtained from that simulation if
the bound mass fraction drops below that value before I = 0. We note though that this line lies
always below 10−2, i.e., the subhalo has already lost more than 99% of its mass by then.

3.3 Luminosity

Studying the annihilation luminosity of subhalos is essential to understand their potential for
gamma ray searches. The way to compute the luminosity is via the radial density profile d(A); more
specifically, we define annihilation luminosity in our study as the integration of the profile squared.

The left panel of Figure 3 shows an example of a density profile after the subhalo has been
accreted. We observe that the subhalo gets truncated in its outskirts as it orbits around the host and
loses mass. The right panel encompasses the luminosity at I = 0 for a set of concentrations and [,
leaving G2 fixed to a value of G2 = 0.8. It can be seen that the concentration is the most relevant
parameter, the subhalo losing typically around 40% of its initial luminosity, yet it can lose up to a
99% for the lowest 2 and [ values considered.

4. Discussion and conclusions

Studying subhalo survival is crucial to dilucidate the impact of small subhalos in DM annihila-
tion and indirect searches. This work makes use of DASH, a code specifically designed to perform
this task with unprecedent accuracy. Our results show that subhalos with lower concentrations and
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Figure 1: Bound mass fraction as a function of 0 = 1/(1 + I) for different subhalo configurations, always
adopting an initialmass of 106 Msun. Upper left panel: Comparison for different initial subhalo concentrations,
leaving the orbital energy constant to G2 = 0.8 and only considering a DM host potential. Upper right panel:
Comparison for different initial circularities ([), leaving the orbital energy constant to G2 = 0.8 and only
considering aDMhost potential. Lower left panel: Comparison between the case of adding baryons to the host
potential according to ref. [17] or using a DM-only potential for two different values of the concentration and
orbit circularity. Lower right panel: Comparison among three different accretion redshifts for two different
initial subhalo concentrations, for the case of keeping the orbital parameters constant. Black horizontal lines
(dotted and solid for the criterion related to number of particles and softening length, respectively) set the
convergence value, explained in Section 3.2. All simulations have been run using 218 particles and Y = 0.304
pc.

subhaloes on orbits with smaller pericenters suffer a larger mass loss. Including baryonic material
also induces larger mass loss. Furthermore, the annihilation luminosity depends mainly on the
initial subhalo concentration and can get significantly decreased as the subhalo loses mass. We have
checked that changing the initial subhalo mass does not have a significant impact on the results,
being mass-independent for the DM-only case.

Among potential future applications of our work we can mention, for instance, a more refined
calculation of the so-called subhalo boost factor to annihilation signals, more robust constraints on
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Figure 2: Bound mass fraction at present time for different initial subhalo concentrations and circulari-
ties. The shadowed region corresponds to the simulations where convergence could not be achieved. All
simulations have been run using 218 particles and Y = 0.304 pc.

Figure 3: Left panel: Subhalo radial density profile d as a function of G = A/AE8A ,B , i.e. the radius normalized
to the initial subhalo virial radius. Right panel: Annihilation luminosity at present time for different initial
subhalo concentrations and circularities. All simulations have been run using 218 particles and Y = 0.304 pc.

DM, especially for those scientific cases where subhalos play a central role, and the optimization
of DM search observation strategies for spatially extended sources.

This work is still ongoing. In the near future, we will expand our parameter space, adding e.g.
new values of G2 . We will also have a closer look at the evolution of the concentration parameter
with time and its impact for gamma ray searches.
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